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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers
Zooms/trash #280 – Summer Solstice 2020

Find us on
or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
The hash started in 1938, so our hash starts at 19.38, unless otherwise indicated.
All directions/ timings are vague and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction unless they don’t.
DATE [Monday]
#NO ON ON
Time HARES/ Quizmasters
22nd June 2020 Zoom #12 Your house
20.00 Knightrider
29th June 2020 Zoom #13 Your house
20.00 Angel
Download Zoom on your PC from https://zoom.us/support/download. See earlier trashes for other devices.
Join Meetings via: 305 390 824/ 254402. URL https://filvc.zoom.us/j/305390824?pwd=UTM5TER1VHlyaW1nYlhMckl4Si9qdz09
ononononononononononononononononon
Or for something more physical, below are viewing links for Dangleberry’s Sash (solo hash) trails with the Echoes app:
Shoreham https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/gXUy7jT9kBzWpJBi
Pyecombe https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/mYxjWERBOhREyH3g
Henfield https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/SLKktTDzWikoTJKv
Lindfield https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/EizvOr1bgzaKttPN
Possible too, is to head to https://explore.echoes.xyz/ and type sash in the search box, then press Enter.
Drambulie has also set one in Hollingdean – search Hollingdean Hash as above.
Download the Echoes app to your smartphone, then search for whichever one you fancy trying as above. It is advisable to
download the walk before you start and make sure your phone is charged. The first few marks are indicated on the app map
to get you started, after that it’s all done by sound.
ononononononononononononononononon
Thought for the day: If Coronavirus isn’t about beer why do I keep seeing cases of it?

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
16-18/10/2020 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – for booking: http://www.barnesh3.com
POSTPONED FROM 1-3/5/2020
19-22/08 2021
Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
29/4/22-1/5/22 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/ POSTPONED FROM 24-26/4/2020
onononononononononononononononononononon
Hash mismanagement – the latest who’s who:
Boggy talk:
Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
Many thanks to all who sent birthday messages to Dave Taylor, even Joint GM’s
Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
though you may not be entirely familiar with who you were sending
them to! Just demonstrates what a lovely community we have here, On-Sec
Don ‘On
‘On-Don’ Elwick
and Dave’s message of appreciation to myself and Angel is included Webfart
Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
below, slightly edited to make sense to a wider audience.
aud
Hash Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
Hare
Raiser
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
We’ve at last received confirmation that the On On for Oz money to
the Belowra Fire Brigade on behalf of hasher Rover reached its Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
intended destination, which is a relief! This was of course in addition RA’s
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
to that made to Wires, which has already been acknowledged.
a
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
And good to see hash bubbles appearing in a few places, with small Haberhash
John ‘Bouncer’ Bi
Biggins
groups getting together for socially distanced runs. This seems a Hash Trash
natural precursor to a full resumption but please bear in mind the Hash relay
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
limit of 6. As St. Bernard says, the hash must
m be seen to be doing the Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride
‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
right thing. We will get there, but no point rushing it and risking it.
Hash awards
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
On on, Bouncer
onononononononononononononononononononon

onononononononononononononononononononon
A message from David Taylor:
Please pass on my appreciation of the
good wishes sent by hash members
some of whom I may have seen but
don't really know. Many thanks for all
your good wishes.
The day itself was very enjoyable if
somewhat different from what had
been planned. Let's hope it won't be
long before we can enjoy a pint in
Seaford together.
Look after your goodselves
Best wishes
Dave &Jenny.

Booby trap at the beach – 2020 variations; running; and photo opportunities:

REZOOMING the Hash…
Zoom #9 – Wilds Things – not Sci-Fi after all quiz – There was a collective moan
when Wilds Thing anounced a Sci-Fi quiz for his turn at keeping us entertained on
Zoom, not from all as I was actually quite looking forward to learning a bit more about
Star Wars although I’m more for lightweight humour based stuff normally - think Red
Dwarf, Hitch Hikers, Third Rock and er.. ALF. A few were obviously put-off as we
ended up with one of our smallest packs but I expect the weather may have played a
part too! As we waited arrivals Gromit regaled us with another anagram which might
just have had a political angle as it seems STAY ALERT CONTROL THE VIRUS
SAVE LIVES translates seamlessly into EASILY SURVIVES TRAVELS NORTH TO
CASTLE. Whatever could he mean?! With Dave Taylors 80th birthday on Friday his email address was shared so that anyone who wanted could wish him all the best. Being
only a sporadic hasher of late, appearing on specials such as Christmas, or when we’re
in Seaford, Dave is not so well known to our newer members so Chopper informed us
that he was the one that did the drumming while Bunter stripped in the Bridge in
Shoreham. Now given that Bunter has been gone these past 5 years, and the hash
record suggests this was probably June 1985 or earlier, I’m not sure that was of much
help! It was now that Wilds Thing revealed he’d bowed to pressure and created a beer
quiz instead prompting Angel to say “no need to throw your rattle out the cot”! Still it was a good quiz, won convincingly by
Gromit who downed with Wilds Thing for setting. In other news, KIU and Wildbush revealed their Plough Sash fail due to it
being too peopley and his phone battery dying; we learned that WT likes Lego; Roaming had received far too many eggs in her
shopping (33 against 6 ordered - you had to be there!); and, as Angel and I bragged about our Downs Link walk, Prince
Crashpian trumped us by announcing he was canoeing there, not easy given the lack of clear waterways! And finally, Ride-It,
Baby appeared late as usual having been swimming, just in time for Wildbush’s funnies. Another great Zoom hash!
The quiz (answers underlined – sorry to be a killjoy but there are plenty for you to have a go at elsewhere in the trash):
1. Which brewer is largely credited with inventing the strain of yeast used in many of todays lagers? Heineken; Budweiser
Budvar; Carlsberg; Beck’s
2. Which of these is not a type of hop? Millennium; Tomahawk; Pilgrim; Victory
3. Non-alcoholic beers typically contain as much alcohol as which piece of fruit: Banana; Pear; Pineapple; Kiwi
4. How many calories does a typical pint of 5% lager contain? 185; 200; 215; 285
5. What is the name of the BrewDog beer with the highest alcohol-by-volume level? Tactical Nuclear penguin; Squirrel's revenge;
The end of history; The Twilight zone
6. Which beer ranks the highest in bitterness on the international bitterness unit scale? Flying monkeys alpha fornication; Stone
IPA; Mikkeller 1000 IBU Barrel aged; Dogfish 120 minute IPA
7. Which beer brand recently changed its recipe to better replicate how it tastes in its home country? Guinness; Asahi; Newcastle
Brown Ale; Stella Artois
8. Where is beer brand cascade made? South Africa; Zambia; Canada; Tasmania.
9. To be classified as a craft brewer in the us, a brewery must: be less than 15% owned by a larger brewery; have an annual
production of 6 million barrels of beer or less; list all ingredients on the bottle; brew using traditional methods
10. Between 2015 and 2016, the number of UK breweries rose to what number: 1,994; 2,203; 2,678; 3,456.
11. What is the key ingredient of the beer birerria calbrona? Yeast from a hornets stomach; Bacteria from Parmesan cheese; A
yeast strain cultivated in a bread; part-digested coffee cherries
12. which mainstream lager brand tried to relaunch last year as a craft beer? Carlsberg; Hofmeister; Kronenburg; Budweiser
13. in which year was the beer can introduced: 1905; 1920; 1925; 1935
14. Which UK craft brewery was bought by Anheuser-Busch InBev in 2015? Camden Town; Beavertown; Kernel; the Wild Beer
Co.
15. Who is the world's biggest brewer? Anheuser-Busch InBev; China Resource snow brewery; SAB Miller; Heineken
16. What is the world's biggest beer brand? Bud Light; Budweiser; Snow; Tsingtao
17. Which of these has not been used as a flavour in a commercial beer? Pizza;
Coconut Curry; Cheese and Onion Crips; Lobster Bisque
18. Which beer brand's tagline is Reassuringly expensive? Peroni; Stella Artios; San
Miguel; Estrella Damm
19. According to Food Republic, which nation is the biggest consumer of Guinness?
Ireland; UK; Nigeria; Cameroon
20. Which of these beers does not contain rice as an ingredient? Budweiser; Corona;
Kirin; San Miguel
21. According to Japanese brewer kirin, which country is the largest consumer of beer
per capita? Poland; Germany; Ireland; Czech Republic
22. Which is the largest hop-producing country in the world? China; Germany; US;
Czech Republic
23. When is Germany's famous strong beer festival? September; October; June; March
24
24. What is the oldest beer brand still being produced today? Augustiner;
Weihenstephan; Chimay; Duvel
25. What is CAMRA's current championship beer? Church end's goats milk; Bishop
nick's ridley's rite; Purple moose snowdonia ale; Tiny rebel's cwtch

HERE’S ANOTHER HASH NAMES ANAGRAM MUDDLE TO SORT OUT:
1)
2)
3)
4)

HUSKY MERMAID, PLENTY ILL
NON-ONION DOCK
PARTY SPY MISSING OUT C
OGLING SAILOR NOW AGE
GABBLING
5) WAILERS POT LAW
6) FLACK RILES BANDY CELLIST
7) PROBE OF PPE
8) PUKE UP SCONE TRIBE
9) MAD RAIN CRANIAL
10) WIKKI DUST JHISM BULK

Just to make it easier for you
these are the hash names drawn
at random to find: Airman; Bo
Peep;
Bouncer;
Cardinal;
Cinderfella; Cyst Pit; Ging
Gang Goolie; Just Kikkim;
Keeps It Up; Lily the Pink;
Nicko; On On Don; Pirate;
Prof; Rainbow Balls; Roaming
Pussy; Sticky Balls; Summer
Lady; Swallow; Wildbush.

SEASIDE SMILES & OTHERS

REZOOMING (ctd.) …
Zoom #10 – Gromit – Fukarwe had volunteered a r*n for 6 at 6, intially advertising it
as a hash but dropping back to a trail r*n to be followed by a socially distanced beer in
his garden to avoid the dangers of flocks of hashers turning up, while Keeps It Up had
managed a Haywards Heath meet up before popping into the Zoom Arms. There was
a decent turn out for Gromits excellent quiz covering General Knowledge, Sussex,
Brighton and Trump, although Happy Ending admitted she wouldn’t be paying
attention during rounds 2 & 3 as 1) they would probably be too specific for our south
of France correspondent and 2) she had to fold her laundry (!). And Wilds Thing was
intent on scoffing a cake which led to his sister, the creator of same, being persuaded
to provide for his next real hash sip. A moment of elation for YT when Gromit
announced myself and Angel as winners before a re-count revealed that we’d only
drawn with Just Jacqui for 2nd place while Swallow and Spourtacus had run away with
it, however, it seems our screen chose that moment to freeze as Angel’s face fell so,
while we could hear clearly, everyone was stuck looking at her disappointment. Knightrider didn’t stand a chance only arriving
in time for round 4, which left the wooden spoon in Dangleberry’s hands, shared with Wilds Thing who’d stormed the last
round to save face after an abysmal start. Elsewhere, Roaming gave us a vegetable show, joined
by Pompette, and prompting Happy Ending to remark that a lady should never show her curly
kale, whatever that means! Seeing Gromit drain his tankard, prompted a down down for him
for setting the quiz, on which he did a personal best - hardly surporising as he drank it dry! I’ve
always considered Peter Pansy’s RUNGRY shirt to be amusing but the baying hoards decided
it wasn’t hash, so he showed us a proper down down, notwithstanding it was fizzy up the nose
lager crap, but Happy Ending (who missed last week as she was moving confessed it had also
been her birthday), despite not being a beer drinker, still refused to down an empty tankard or
glass for us. Ride-It Baby arrived late after joning Fukarwe’s real run, but in time for the drinks
labels run through. Wilds Thing did very well at this but didn’t keep his score, which left
Airman and Pompette clear winners with 16/20 and the opportunity to arrange next weeks
entertainment. Knightrider left to join Prof, Mudlark and Hash Gomi for a garden beer then
there was more talk about Wilds Things 24 miles in 24 hours. Running on the hour every
hour he expressed trepidation about the night time miles as he doesn’t want to go off-road
with a torch in the dark, which is exactly what we’ve been training him for on regular hash nights! Penguin Shagger had been
dismissive of my 15 minute a mile suggested pace reckoner for a hash earlier, and Peter Pansy was similarly doubtful, while
Airman (who’d just fallen backwards off his chair giving us a view of his ceiling) and Pompette could only dream of 15 minute
miles. In the crazy lockdown activities section, PP admitted he’d done a duathlon at home covering 10 kilometres run outside,
40 km on his exercise bike and rounding up with 362 lengths of his garden for a final 5k run. Closer inspection of the final
section, given that he’s a 20 minute parkrunner, revealed his time to be 37 minutes a pace of over 12 minute miles! I rest my
case… And finally, Airman was congratulated on his continued survival after Mailbog had offered me some pictures he thought
were the recently deceased Barfly but were clearly Bob before his six million dollar overhaul. Another great Zoom hash! Bouncer

2020 – Written by Stephen King – Directed by Quentin Tarantino

So in retrospect, in 2015, not a single person got the answer right to, “Where do you see yourself 5 years from now?”

GROMIT’S QUIZ – Answers next issue
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
1. What are your phalanges?
6. Which music act “never had a dream come true”?
2. What animal is Alex in the film Madagascar?
7. What was the name of the white pig in animal farm?
3. Which mountains stretch from British Columbia to New 8. In Fiddler on the roof what song did Tzeitel, Hodel and Chava
Mexico?
sing excitedly about their future marriages?
4. Which planet was the bringer of war for Holst?
9. If you climb 259 steps in St Paul’s cathedral where are you
5. Duane Lee “Dog” Chapman Sr is famous on American reality
standing?
TV for doing what for a living?
10. What is the link between the answers in this round?
SUSSEX ROUND
1. Which monarch famously said “Bugger Bognor”?
2. Which of these is NOT a Sussex micro-brewery: Bedlam, Missing Link, Tipsy Badger, Three Legs?
3. Whose epitaph reads “I told you I was ill”, and is buried in Winchelsea?
4. Name the estate in mid-Sussex where the owners have “re-wilded”?
5. Over the last autumn/winter we ran on Beachy Head with a sip at Belle Tout Lighthouse. When was it constructed?
6. Which of these villages does NOT have a “Half Moon” pub: Warninglid, Plumpton, Horsted Keynes, Balcombe,
7. Which village gave its name to a fraudulent set of bones believed to be an early form of man?
8. According to the famous song by Michael Flanders and Donald Swan, which features hammer ponds and dew ponds, what could
you expect to find in a hammer pond? (a) Shopping trolley, (b) Brass bedstead (c) old car tyres.
9. Which small bear, with a penchant for honey, is associated with the Ashdown Forest?
10. Devil’s Dyke on the Downs north of Brighton, was formed by one of these possible causes, allegedly:
(a) The successors to the beaker people, know by archaeologists as the beer-mug people, hollowed out the Dyke as they needed
the chalk material to construct the earthwork forts at Devil’s Dyke and Wolstonbury Hill.
(b) A short-sighted dragon, named Basil, with a penchant for goat’s cheese, seeing the white chalk rock mistook it for goat’s
cheese, and flew in low and fast, gobbling up a huge quantity of chalk, creating the valley.
(c) The Devil decided to flood the Weald and gauged out the valley we know as Devil’s Dyke,so the sea could flood in, but was
stopped before completion.
BRIGHTON ROUND
1. How many piers has Brighton had?
2. Patcham was once a small village to the north of Brighton, but is now part of the city. The old manor house, Patcham Place, still
stands. It has recently been refurbished as offices, but what was its use before then?
3. In July each (normal) year a major charity walk on the South Downs takes place and finishes at Brighton Race Course. What is it
and how far is it?
4. Brighton's main railway station was built in 1840. To which town/city in England can you NOT catch a direct train from
Brighton? Options: Portsmouth, Redhill, Farringdon, Southend.
5. Rampion Windfarm is claimed to supply how many houses: 100,000; 250,000; 350,000.
6. In the Doomsday Book, (1087) which of these settlements was the most valuable: Brighton, Patcham, Falmer, Ovingdean.
7. When were the first national speed trials held on Madeira Drive: 1895; 1905; 1923.
8. What is depicted by the statue marking the boundary of Brighton & Hove?
9. What famous competition was held In the Brighton Dome in 1974?
10. Which crime novelist sets his books in Brighton?
11. Which pub was used for the venue of the BH7 run on 16 March 2020, and what was its significance?
TRUMP QUESTIONS
1. "She does have a very nice figure. I've said if Ivanka weren't my daughter, perhaps I'd be dating her." TRUE/ FALSE
2. On breastfeeding mothers - "You are disgusting." TRUE/ FALSE
3. On Immigration - "We're rounding 'em up in a very humane way, in a very nice way. And they're going to be happy because they
want to be legalized. And, by the way, I know it doesn't sound nice. But not everything is nice." TRUE/ FALSE
4. On a manned US mission to Mars - "I think it would be great to know there are Americans on the moon every night when I look
up at the moon. I think we need to be the first to Mars. We'll do it. We have a great program." TRUE/ FALSE
5. Which university was the Trump University affiliated with? Yale; Harvard; UCLA; none.
6. Trump described his attempt to seduce married women, "I don't even wait. And when you're a star, they let you do it. You can do
anything. ... Grab them by the pussy. You can do anything." What did he later attribute these remarks to?
7. Trump Management Corporation was once sued by The Department of Justice for discrimination because they would not rent to
people of a certain race.
8. A magazine once sent some of the world’s richest people cheques of 13 cents to see who would cash them. The only people to do
so were an arms dealer and Donald Trump. TRUE/ FALSE
9. Trumps businesses have filed for bankruptcy how many times?
10. Between the ages of 3 and 58 Donald Trump is estimated to have inherited $413m ($177.3m of this on his father’s death in
2004). Assuming he received the rest in equal instalments each year and he had invested in an S&P500 tracker, would this be
more or less than his current actual net worth of $2.1b. Assume annual return 8% and he was hatched in 1946.

WILDBUSH’s “Something to fill in the time…” corner:
Congratulations to the astronauts that left Earth today. Good choice!

SO CAN TWO PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT HOUSEHOLDS HAVE SEX IN THE GARDEN
WHILST HAVING A BBQ WITH 4 PEOPLE WATCHING THEM THEN? ASKING FOR A FRIEND.

Don’t let anyone tell you the U.S. is going backwards. We elected our 1st black p[resident. Then we elected a special needs president.






Requiring face masks THREE months into a pandemic is like requiring condoms at the baby shower.
There are so many Coronavirus jokes out there it’s become a pundemic.
I have the most loving wife. Last night I woke up and she was tightly holding a pillow over my face to protect me from COVID 19.
Maan, all these doctors and nurses and microbiologists, and immunologists and epidemiologists and other researchers keep saying
that COVID 19 is dangerous, but all these dudes I went to high school with who barely passed science say it’s not dangerous. It’s
so hard to know who to believe anymore.

Alcohol (Noun) The glue holding this shitshow together.
CRAFT Hash drinks quiz - – can you identify what these alcoholic drinks are?
Today I learned that the average person consumes 9 alcoholic drinks a week. Today I also learned that I’m above average.

I must admit to being impressed at how smart the Covid19 virus really is… It doesn’t contaminate you in a protest
demonstration of thousands, but any more than 6 on a hash and it’ll have you straight away. You’re totally safe at Tesco,
Asda, Lidl, B&Q or Wickes, but it’ll get you in the pub, bars, clubs and restaurants. Tricky little bastard.
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It’s a pity Coronavirus didn’t start in Vegas, because what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas.

Salons have been closed so long there are no selfies, everyone is creating avatars.

IN THE NEWS
So in order to enter stores now, do I need to bring a mask or a brick? 2020 is so confusing.

HM Government: Due to Covid we’re gonna need people to riot from home and destroy your own shit.

Police in Dundee are guarding the statue of DESPERATE DAN following a tip-off that it will be pulled down by a horde of
angry Vegan & Vegetarian protesters

